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1. CONTEXT
The Science Museum Group (“SMG”) is governed by the National Heritage Act 1983, as well as UK
and international law, and respects the professional and ethical principles that cover all internal
and external relationships with regard to SMG being a public sector and charitable body, as well
as a cultural, academic, scientifc and educational institution.
This policy applies to all representatives of SMG, paid or otherwise, including:
• Staff
• Trustees
• Volunteers
• Advisors

2. PRINCIPLES AND BEHAVIOURS
SMG’s principal aim and statutory purpose is to care for, preserve and add to the collection
that we hold for public beneft. SMG therefore has a duty to be transparent, accountable
and to always act in the public interest.
SMG depends on the trust and confdence of all those with whom SMG and its subsidiaries come
into contact with in order to fulfl its purpose. This trust and confdence depends on SMG’s
reputation for acting ethically, with integrity and to the highest professional standards.
All representatives of SMG, paid or otherwise, are expected to act in accordance with the
following behaviours:
• Honesty (not to mislead)
• Integrity
• Impartiality
• Mutual respect
• Avoids personal gain
• Avoids confict of interest
All representatives of SMG, paid or otherwise, are expected to understand their responsibilities
and follow appropriate policies and procedures as set out in the Code of Conduct for SMG Staff
(2013), Code of Best Practice for Members of the Board of Trustees (2011, Cabinet Offce) and
the Seven Principles of Public Life (Nolan Committee, March 1996).
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3. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
In furtherance of these principles all trustees and senior staff of SMG shall make known to the
SMG Chair or Director (as appropriate) any:
• Actual, potential or perceived confict between their own and SMG’s interests;
• Actual, potential or perceived pecuniary interests (including fundraising or investment
dealing) of theirs or of any member of their close family or friends which may be, or
perceived to be, in confict with the interests of SMG;
• Actual, potential or perceived conficts between the interests of SMG and any relevant
private entity.
SMG will maintain registers of interests for all trustees, directors and senior staff.

4. COLLECTION
All representatives of SMG are expected to follow appropriate procedures as set out in the SMG
Human Remains Policy, Collection Development Policy, Collecting Policy, Conservation Policy and
Collection Information & Access Policy.
In summary, the ethical provisions in these policies state that SMG will:
• Undertake due diligence to acquire valid title and satisfaction that an item has been acquired
or borrowed in compliance with the laws of each country through which it has passed;
• Reject any items that have been illicitly collected or traded as defned in cultural property
legislation, or natural conservation legislation;
• Comply with legislation and guidance for the care of human remains in museums;
• Use and report upon the National Museum Directors’ Conference ‘Spoliation of Works of Art
during the Holocaust and World War II period: Statement of Principles and Proposed Actions’;
• Obtain all statutory licences and permits necessary to comply with legislation and
regulations to hold and use an item in the collection;
• Care for, conserve and use items in the collection appropriately, and reduce natural
deterioration, as far as reasonably practicable;
• Establish sound curatorial reasons before consideration is given to the disposal of any item
in the collection, and not undertake disposal principally for fnancial reasons, except in
exceptional circumstances.
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5. FUNDRAISING
All representatives of SMG are expected to follow the Fundraising Regulator’s Code of
Fundraising Practice and the Charity Commission’s Protecting Charities from Harm: Compliance
Toolkit as well as relevant internal policies and procedures.
SMG actively seeks to work in partnership with external organisations and individuals to
achieve shared objectives. To ensure SMG only solicits, accepts and stewards gifts from
acceptable sources, and to protect SMG from reputational and legal risks (including fraud,
money laundering and other fnancial crime), it maintains a due diligence process which is
outlined in Appendix A. SMG will take reasonable and appropriate steps to know who its donors
are, particularly where signifcant sums are being donated or the circumstances of the donation
give rise to notable risk.
There may be occasions when SMG will have to turn down opportunities of external funding,
including gifts in kind and objects, where SMG believes that acceptance could have a
detrimental effect on its reputation or where there are legal concerns about the donation:
• SMG will not accept donations, sponsorship or grants made anonymously, through an
intermediary, who is not prepared to identify the donor to SMG. SMG should avoid agreeing
to requests for anonymity that conceal a confict of interest, real or perceived, or that raise
other ethical concerns.
• SMG will not accept donations, sponsorship or grants where the donor has acted, or
believed to have acted, illegally in the acquisition of funds or where there are concerns
of fraud, money laundering or other fnancial crime. SMG will report all serious incidents
(both actual or alleged) to the Charity Commission, police, National Fraud Authority or
HMRC as required.
• SMG will not seek or accept donations, sponsorship or grants where acceptance of these
funds would damage its effective operation, including:
- Harm to SMG’s duty to other benefactors, partners, visitors or stakeholders;
- Creation of confict of interest;
- Material damage to the reputation, independence or integrity of SMG;
- Detrimentally affect the ability of SMG to fulfl its mission in any way, including
interference in the editorial freedom of SMG in its exhibitions and programmes.
In general, any sponsor, donor or grantor should appreciate and support SMG’s values, mission
and objectives. SMG will recognise donor, sponsor or grantor support according to agreed
standards, generally based on the level of support received. SMG reserves the right to consult
and take advice from any relevant individual, business or organisation in the development
of a gallery, exhibition, event or other cultural offering, including from sponsors, donors and
partners, whilst always maintaining editorial freedom. Where SMG has applied for grants from an
organisation, it will fulfl the terms and conditions of that grant.
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6. INTERNATIONAL
Science is an international endeavour and the big issues that face humanity as individuals, as
communities and as nations, are global in scale: and SMG must refect this. As the UK’s national
museum of science and industry, SMG also has a role to play in promoting our cities, regions
and the UK abroad.
SMG works in partnership with many external organisations and bodies in order to fulfl
its vision and mission, as described in the International Strategy 2018-2022. Collaborative
relationships may or may not involve fnancial transactions or interests. In deciding where to
work and with which bodies, SMG will adhere to the principles set out in this policy. As a NonDepartmental Public Body, the principle of operating at arms-length from government will be
observed; however, government advice will be considered, including offcial guidance from the
Foreign and Commonwealth Offce. The safety and wellbeing of SMG personnel is also a priority
and risks assessments will apply to overseas travel in the usual way.
Concerns about ethical issues arising from SMG international activity (including in relation to
the UK Bribery Act 2010) should be raised with the Director of Global Engagement in the frst
instance, who will decide whether referral to the SMG Director is necessary.
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7. COMMERCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
SMG enters into a variety of commercial arrangements and activities with a wide range of
partner institutions, companies and individuals including, but not limited to, the hiring out of
venues and spaces from across the SMG estate. The principle of impartiality will apply to all such
arrangements irrespective of age, disability, sex, gender reassignment, sexual orientation, race,
religion or belief, marriage and civil partnership or in relation to pregnancy or maternity.
Any such commercial arrangement or activity in and of itself does not represent an endorsement
of the aims, goals or principles of the partner organisation. Partners cannot use any SMG
museum logo or any elements of its brand identity in any of its advertising or publicity for the
event without the prior written approval of SMG; the partner will also ensure that advertising
and publicity material does not imply that the commercial activity event is endorsed, supported
or organised by SMG without the prior written approval of SMG.
SMG takes steps to ensure that its commercial activities are performed in accordance with the
Modern Slavery Act 2015 with the actions SMG takes set out in its Slavery and Human Traffcking
Statement available on its website. SMG also takes steps, and provides internal training, to meet
the requirements of the Bribery Act 2010.
SMG reserves the right, at its own discretion, to refuse a booking in exceptional circumstances
including but not limited to:
• The commercial arrangement or activity bring, or is perceived to bring, SMG into disrepute;
• Partners or their guests may behave, or be anticipated to behave, in a way that would put
our collections at risk or constitute a breach of the law or cause a nuisance;
• Partners seek to sell tickets for the activity without the prior written approval of SMG;
• The activity aims to achieve public profle through press or marketing that takes advantage
of SMG’s status and reputation or is otherwise perceived to be seeking to exploit SMG’s
reputation, without the express permission of SMG;
• The activity will disrupt the normal operation of the museum, affect museum visitors or put
SMG collections at risk;
• The activity is political and breaches government guidelines relating public sector
impartiality.
An outline of the escalation route and decision-making process for commercial events bookings
is included in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A: DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS
1. BACKGROUND
SMG seeks and encourages funding from a range of sources including individuals, companies,
charitable trusts and foundations and statutory funders.
Relationships with funders should be subject to prior and continuing consideration in order to
assess any legal or reputational risks arising from association with an individual or organisation,
and to confrm that partnering with the funder would be consistent with SMG’s overall objectives.
This policy and process conforms with the ‘Know Your Donor’ principles set out by the Charity
Commission. This stipulates that trustees should take reasonable and appropriate steps to
know who the charity’s donors are particularly where signifcant sums are being donated or
the circumstances of the donation give rise to notable risk. Due diligence should ensure that
trustees take reasonable steps to:
• Identify: know who they are dealing with
• Verify: where reasonable, and the risks are high, verify identities
• Know what the organisation’s or individual’s business is and can be assured this is
appropriate for the charity to be involved with
• Know what their specifc business is with the charity and have confdence they will
deliver what the charity wants them to
• Watch out for unusual or suspicious activities, conducts or requests.
(From Charity Commission ‘Compliance toolkit: protecting charities from harm’)

The aim of due diligence is to:
• Assess any risks to SMG that may arise from accepting a donation
• Ensure that it is appropriate for SMG to accept money from a particular donor
• Have assurance that the donation is not from any illegal or inappropriate source
• Ensure that any conditions that may be attached to a donation are appropriate
and can be accepted.
Careful review of proposed and on-going relationships is required frstly to allow us to be alert
to potential illegal activity including fraud and money laundering, and secondly to mitigate the
risk of ethical issues causing damage to SMG’s reputation, reducing ability to secure funding
and capacity to develop benefcial relationships in the future.
Responsibility for the due diligence process rests with the Development Department, reporting
to the Director of Development.
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2. WHAT SHOULD DUE DILIGENCE INCLUDE, WHEN IS THE
PROCESS ACTIVATED AND WHO DOES IT?
Due diligence research will be carried out by the Prospect Development team within the
Development Department. The due diligence process outlined below is triggered when we are
considering making a request for funding of £50k or more at any site across the group (the
Science Museum, the National Railway Museum, Science and Industry Museum, Locomotion and
the National Science & Media Museum). This applies whether the funding is to be received in a
single payment or spread over a longer time period. The due diligence process will be triggered
at a lower level if we are alerted to specifc risks.
When income is received, further checks will be carried out to ensure we are satisfed that the
payment method and conditions attached to the donation are legitimate and do not give rise to
any concerns.

2.1 DUE DILIGENCE RESEARCH WILL INCLUDE:
• A summary of our existing relationship
• Gift information – where is the money coming from, how much and what for
• Source of wealth/income (employment history for individuals)
• Negative/positive press (highlighting any areas for concern)
• Associations with affliated individuals/organisations

2.2 REFERRAL PROCESS
The Prospect Research team within the Development Department conduct the research to the
agreed format, checking resources accessible in the public domain.
The report is reviewed by the Development Director in the frst instance who will assess and
decide if they will refer to the SMG Partnership Panel, a subcommittee and advisory body of
the Board of Trustees, which may then refer the matter to the Board. For reports referred to the
Board of Trustees any fnal decision as to what further actions shall be taken with regards to such
a matter shall be at the sole discretion of the Board of Trustees, who shall have due regard to this
policy in arriving at such decision.
If at any point any staff member has concerns that the donation may have been obtained
through conduct that is criminal under UK law, or that SMG is being used for illegal purposes
(including money laundering, fraud, terrorist fnancing or other fnancial crime), they must
report this to the Director of Development immediately. The Director of Development will alert
the trustees who must inform the relevant authorities as set out in the Fraud and Financial Crime
section of the Charity Commission’s “Protecting Charities from Harm” toolkit.
When income is received, the responsible canvasser will complete the below ‘suspicious
transactions’ check list. If any concerns are noted, this will be fagged to the Prospect Research
team who will escalate to the Director of Development who will assess and decide if a referral to
the SMG Director is necessary. Signifcant concerns will be reported to the Charity Commission,
police, National Fraud Authority or HMRC as required.
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SUSPICIOUS TRANSACTIONS CHECKLIST
CAN THE IDENTITY OF THE DONOR BE VERIFIED?
Yes / No
If the donation is being made through an intermediary who will not confrm the identity
of the donor, please select ‘no’.

ARE THERE ANY UNUSUAL CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO THE DONATION?
Yes / No
If ‘yes', what are the conditions?

IS THE DONATION BEING MADE THROUGH AN UNUSUAL PAYMENT MECHANISM?
Yes /No
If ‘yes’, what is the requested payment mechanism?

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE UNUSUAL ABOUT THE DONATION OR DO YOU HAVE
OTHER CONCERNS?
Yes / No
If ‘yes’, what are they?
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3. DUE DILIGENCE TEMPLATES
“NAME OF COMPANY”
EXISTING RELATIONSHIP TO SMG
To be completed by canvasser

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP
To be completed by canvasser – amount and nature of funding relationship
(restricted/unrestricted)

COMPANY REGISTRATION NUMBER AND REGISTERED OFFICE

COMPANY WEBSITE

SOURCE OF WEALTH: WHAT DOES THE COMPANY DO?
List the primary income-generating activities of the company
(including one-line about what the company does)

SOURCE OF WEALTH: TURNOVER
List company turnover & proft for the last 2 fnancial years

GIVING HISTORY/ASSOCIATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS
List the names of the organisations ONLY

HAVE ANY PUBLIC CONCERNS BEEN RAISED IN RELATION TO THE COMPANY
THAT COULD HAVE AN ADVERSE IMPACT ON SMG?
Include top-line overview of any negative press relating to the company. Consider:
•
•
•
•
•

Corruption
Environmental issues
Illegal activity
Associations contrary to SMG mission, vision & strategic aims
Directors’ names and associations

CHECKLIST
Legal status of company
Disqualifed directors
Modern Slavery Act Statement dated within the last 12 months
(if commercial organisation supplying goods/services with turnover over £36m)
Links to Financial Sanctions Targets or Proscribed Organisations?
Sources
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“NAME OF INDIVIDUAL”
EXISTING RELATIONSHIP TO SMG
To be completed by canvasser

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP/GIFT INFORMATION
To be completed by canvasser – amount and nature of funding relationship
(restricted/unrestricted)

IDENTIFY: ADDRESS OF INDIVIDUAL
Verify name/address provided by individual

SOURCE OF WEALTH: CURRENT/PREVIOUS POSITIONS
List: job title, dates of employment (including directorships/memberships)
& expected remuneration. Include information relating to shareholdings/
other business interests, family wealth.

CHARITABLE POSITIONS (TRUSTEESHIPS/MEMBERSHIPS)
List: role, organisation, length of tenure

GIVING HISTORY/ASSOCIATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS
List the names of the organisations ONLY

HAVE ANY PUBLIC CONCERNS BEEN RAISED ABOUT THE INDIVIDUAL
OR THEIR ACTIVITIES THAT COULD HAVE AN ADVERSE IMPACT ON SMG?
Include top-line overview of any negative press relating to the individual, consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corruption
Illegal activity
PEP
Associations with military regimes, factions or extreme religious groups
Associations contrary to SMG mission, vision and strategic aims
Associations of immediate family members

CHECKLIST
Address verifed
PEP
Links to Financial Sanctions Targets or Proscribed Organisations?
Sources
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“NAME OF TRUST/FOUNDATION”
EXISTING RELATIONSHIP TO SMG
To be completed by canvasser

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP/GIFT INFORMATION
To be completed by canvasser – amount and nature of funding relationship
(restricted/unrestricted)

REGISTERED OFFICE AND CHARITY REGISTRATION NUMBER

WEBSITE OF TRUST/FOUNDATION
(Include if applicable)

SOURCE OF INCOME
List the key source(s) of income for the trust/foundation

FUNDING AREAS
List the key funding areas for the organisation, with an indication of value (where possible)

HAVE ANY PUBLIC CONCERNS BEEN RAISED ABOUT THE TRUST/FOUNDATION
OR THEIR ACTIVITIES THAT COULD HAVE AN ADVERSE IMPACT ON SMG?
Include top-line overview of any negative press relating to the individual. Consider:
•
•
•
•

Corruption
Illegal activity
Associations contrary to SMG mission, vision and strategic aims
Associations of the trustees

CHECKLIST
Sources
Legal status of the trust/foundation
Links to Financial Sanctions Targets or Proscribed Organisations?
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4. REVIEW OF DUE DILIGENCE
Due diligence is considered valid for a period of 12 months after it has been approved. The
Prospect Research team will monitor press reports for all existing partners (via Google Alerts)
and update the relevant stakeholder(s) via email of any signifcant news that might impact the
partnership. These press reports will also be saved on Tessitura as a Plan Step. All approved due
diligence is saved on Tessitura with clear guidance relating to the nature of the partnership that
has been approved, specifcally:
• Size of the gift;
• Project to be funded;
• Terms of the gift (in particular, how publicly the donation/partnership will be recognised).
When a fundraiser requests due diligence, we will frst ask them to check if the prospect has a
pre-existing due diligence report and if this is still valid (i.e. has been completed within the last
12 months).
Fundraisers will check the pre-existing approval criteria against their own request. If there is no
signifcant difference, due diligence will not be repeated (unless we believe there is a specifc
reason to do so). Due diligence for multi-year partnerships will automatically be updated after
12 months, for the lifetime of the partnership and the SMG Partnership Panel will review these
updates where the contract includes specifc conditions; and regular TFG funders will have due
diligence automatically updated every 12 months.

5. UNSOLICITED DONATIONS
Where SMG receives an unsolicited donation from a known source, the procedure outlined above
is followed and is triggered at the £50k level. Where an unsolicited donation is received from an
unknown source, full due diligence will be completed regardless of the gift size.
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APPENDIX B:
COMMERCIAL EVENTS BOOKINGS
1. Events team deal with initial booking enquiry and escalate to Events Sales Manager in the
frst instance;
2. Events Sales Manager reviews booking enquiry and refers to Group Head of Catering and
Events should they have any concerns;
3. Group Head refers to Associate Commercial Director who will assess and decide if a referral
to the SMG Chief Operating Offcer is necessary;
4. If necessary, the SMG Chief Operating Offcer will escalate to the SMG Director;
5. Event booking is accepted or rejected accordingly.
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